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OVERVIEW:

Small groups make a forest model and experiment with 
different conditions, observing what happens when things 
such as climate, wind, and topography change.

MATERIALS NEEDED

• Forest Fire Scenario kit for each student

• ‘Challenge Set’ sheets

• ‘Conditions Report’ sheets

• ‘Fire Behavior Game Rules’ sheets

LEARNING OBJECTIVES  

The student will: 

• Model forest fires and make observations about fire 
behavior

• Experiment with variations in wind, terrain, and rain on 
fire volatility

• Understand that lightning strikes start fire

• Record data on a sheet in order to compare different 
conditions

ASSESSMENT

GRADES:
3-5

TIME REQUIREMENT:
40-60 minutes or longer

STANDARDS:
Science Standards for Alaska 
and NGSS:  
3-5-ETS1-3 4-ESS3-2, 5-ESS2-1
Alaska Content and 
Performance Standards:
Geography: A-2, A-4, B-8, C-1, 
E-5, E-6
Alas ka Cultural Standards: E-1, 
E-2

LESSON #5:  
FIRE BEHAVIOR – CHANCE AND OCCURRENCE
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Students are able to:

• Describe the movement of a fire through 
a forest

• Name factors that affect wildfires and 
explain their effects

• Interpret and record weather data

• Make predictions about fire behavior 
under different conditions 

ACTIVITY STEPS

1. Complete Introducing the Forest Model 
and Fire Simulation in the “Introduction 
to Lessons 3-5”

2. Distribute the Challenge Set sheets 
(separate page) and have the students 
work through the sets in small groups.

Challenge set answers:

How many trees can be put on the board 
(1 per square)? Answer: 100

How many trees can be put on the board 
without another tree catching on fire if 
any given tree burns? Answer: 25

If you surround every house with a 
defensible space (a ring of blank squares 
making. A firebreak around the house), 
how many houses can you fit on the 
board? (Remember, houses are just as 
flammable as trees. Each house must have 
clear spaces on all sides; edges are safe)?  

Answer: 25

How many houses with defensible spaces 
and ten trees each can you fit on the 
board? Answer: 6

3. Once the students have finished the 
challenge sets, give them the ‘Conditions 
Report’ sheets and a set of the ‘Fire 
Behavior Game Rules’ (separate page)

Students will create a board and then 
experiment with different conditions, 
observing what happens when things 
such as climate, wind, and topography 
vary. Students should write down the 
conditions they roll and record their 
observations on the Conditions Report 
sheet each time they play through a 
scenario.
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CHALLENGE SET

How many trees can be put on the board (1 per square)?  

How many trees can be put on the board without another tree catching on fire if any given tree 
burns?      

If you surround every house with a defensible space (a ring of blank squares making. A firebreak 
around the house), how many houses can you fit on the board? (Remember, houses are just as 
flammable as trees. Each house must have clear spaces on all sides; edges are safe)?  

How many houses with defensible spaces and ten trees each can you fit on the board?  

CHALLENGE SET

How many trees can be put on the board (1 per square)?  

How many trees can be put on the board without another tree catching on fire if any given tree 
burns?      

If you surround every house with a defensible space (a ring of blank squares making. A firebreak 
around the house), how many houses can you fit on the board? (Remember, houses are just as 
flammable as trees. Each house must have clear spaces on all sides; edges are safe)?  

How many houses with defensible spaces and ten trees each can you fit on the board?  

CHALLENGE SET

How many trees can be put on the board (1 per square)?  

How many trees can be put on the board without another tree catching on fire if any given tree 
burns?      

If you surround every house with a defensible space (a ring of blank squares making. A firebreak 
around the house), how many houses can you fit on the board? (Remember, houses are just as 
flammable as trees. Each house must have clear spaces on all sides; edges are safe)?  

How many houses with defensible spaces and ten trees each can you fit on the board?  
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FIRE BEHAVIOR GAME RULES
1. First Round

Set up the board so that it has:

• 1 house with a fire break 
• a river that is 8 spaces long
• at least 40 trees

Write down the number of trees, river squares, and houses on the game sheet

2. Roll an 8-sided die for climate. 
Write down the climate and conditions on the ‘Conditions Report’ sheet

Roll Climate Conditions
1 or 2 Very wet Trees only burn in four directions, North, South, East, West
3 or 4 Wet Trees burn in all 8 directions
5 or 6 Dry Trees burn for two spaces in the direction of the wind, but cannot jump breaks
7 or 8 Very Dry Trees burn for 2 spaces and the fire can jump a fire break (1 space)

3. Roll a die for wind / no wind. Even numbers are wind, odd numbers are no wind.
Write down whether there is Wind or No Wind on the Game Sheet. 
If you roll and even number, roll again for wind direction (8-sided die)
Write down the Wind Direction and make an arrow to show which direction.

Roll Wind Direction Direction on board
1 North (N) 

2 Northeast (NE) 

3 East (E) 

4 Southeast (SE) 

5 South (S) 

6 Southwest (SW) 

7 West (W) 

8 Northwest (NW) 

4. Roll for a lightning strike  
Roll a 10-sided die twice to determine where fire starts. The first roll is the row across, 
corresponding to the number. 
The second roll is the vertical column 1–A, 2–B, 3–C, 4–D, 5–E, 6–F, 7–G, 8–H, 9–I, 10–J.
Very Wet climate variation for the lightning strike: after the lightning location roll, roll again. 
The tree only catches fire if roll is an even number.
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CONDITIONS REPORT

Number of trees:    

Number of river squares:    

Number of houses with protected areas:    

First Round:

Climate conditions:    

Wind conditions:    

Lightning strike location:    

Observations about the fire behavior:

 

 

 

Second Round:

Climate conditions:    

Wind conditions:    

Lightning strike location:    

Observations about the fire behavior:
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Third Round:

Climate conditions:    

Wind conditions:    

Lightning strike location:    

Observations about the fire behavior:

 

 

 

After the three rounds, what did you notice?

Were there things that surprised you?

Were there things that happened the way you thought they would?
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